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EPR and magnetic results are reported for oxygen deficient, nonsuperconductingRBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd,
Sm! compounds. The magnetic-susceptibilityx(T) and isothermalM (H) data are analyzed as the superposi-
tion of the rare-earthR31 contribution with another strongly ferromagnetic~FM! contribution arising from FM
copper clusters with large total spinS. The rare-earth paramagnetic contribution inx(T) and M (H) are
calculated using the results of consistent crystal-field analysis~intermediate coupling wave functions,J-mixing
effects! of Nd31 and Sm31 ions. The corresponding EPR spectra comprise an intense, almost isotropic EPR
line whose intensityI (T) exhibits a ferromagnetic behavior, whilegeff and the linewidthDHpp diverge at
T,10 K indicating the presence of slowly fluctuating ‘‘internal’’ fields. The origin of the FM clusters is
related to spin-polarized copper clusters through oxygen holes in the Cu~1! or Cu~2! layers, while the ferro-
magnetic interaction of the Cu21~1! with the Cu21~2! moments may be involved in the low-temperature~T,10
K! behavior of the EPR parameters. On increasing the oxygen deficiency, the ferromagnetic contribution is
drastically reduced and more isolated Cu21 centers appear as shown by the corresponding EPR data. Exact
simulation of the latter anisotropic EPR spectra, shows that the anisotropic linewidthsDHi ( i5x,y,z) gradu-
ally broaden at low temperatures, while the intensityI (T) shows antiferromagnetic behavior. EPR measure-
ments on an ‘‘aged’’ Nd0.5Y0.5Ba2Cu3O61x sample revealed that the Cu

21 EPR spectrum intensifies with time,
a behavior probably related to oxygen ordering processes or to surface degradation effects. Analysis of the EPR
resonance of Nd31 and Sm31 ions in combination with the absence of the corresponding EPR spectra indicate
the presence of very fast spin-lattice relaxation of the rare-earth ions.@S0163-1829~96!00734-5#

I. INTRODUCTION

There is now considerable experimental evidence leading
to the conclusion that copper oxide superconductors and
their insulating antiferromagnetic~AFM! parent compounds
do not exhibit electron-paramagnetic-resonance~EPR! sig-
nals corresponding to the bulk copper ions.1 Though not con-
clusive, theoretical studies consider the ‘‘curious’’ absence
of the Cu21 EPR response as the result of excessive broad-
ening occurring through different relaxation processes either
in the metallic or in the antiferromagnetic phase.1

On the other hand, magnetic measurements on oxygen
deficient YBa2Cu3O61x compounds (x,0.4) have system-
atically shown the presence of an intrinsic magnetic contri-
bution which was attributed to the oxygen-induced Cu21 mo-
ments in the Cu~1! plane.2–5 Similar behavior has been
reported in magnetization studies of oxygen deficient
RBa2Cu3O61x ~R5rare-earth ion! ceramics containing rare
earths like Nd, Sm, or Tm.6–8 In that case, the magnetic
response of theRBa2Cu3O61x (R123) systems at low tem-
peratures~T,20 K! was mainly determined by the superpo-
sition of the rare-earth contribution with another magnetic
component attributed to the presence of a ‘‘diluted’’ ferro-
magnetic phase in the form of isolated clusters. Moreover,
EPR investigations on oxygen deficientR123 and mixed

rare-earth R0.5R0.58 Ba2Cu3O61x ceramics, have directly
shown the presence of intense EPR signals at temperatures
below;50 K with a marked temperature dependence, which
complied with the magnetic-susceptibility results.8–10 Based
on the temperature variation of the EPR intensity, it was
suggested that these EPR spectra result from pairs of ex-
change coupled Cu21 ions with relatively low excitation en-
ergy of the order of 10 K, while the shift of the resonance
line below 10 K was associated with the appearance of mag-
netic ordering processes.8

Low oxygen doping of the insulating AFMRBa2Cu3O6
phase is expected initially to maintain oxygen holes confined
in short copper-oxygen chain fragments in the Cu~1! plane,
while further increase of the oxygen concentration results in
hole doping of the AFM Cu~2! planes.11,12Oxygen holes in
the AFM CuO2 planes are predicted to create immobile fer-
romagnetic clusters13 which are the basis for the theoretical
model of percolative conducting and superconducting phase
formation proposed by Hizhnyakov and Sigmund.14 Theo-
retical calculations of the electronic structure of these clus-
ters predict ground states with total spinS52 orS53/2.15–17

EPR study of fast quenched La2CuO41d superconducting
samples revealed the presence of strong EPR signals which
were attributed to spin-polarized clusters dissociated from
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the metallic network.18 Baranov and Badalyan19 have also
reported the presence of very intense magnetic resonance
signals in ceramic and single-crystalR123 materials after
quenching from high temperatures. These EPR signals were
attributed to small magnetic clusters with quasi-one-
dimensional structure, while the strong temperature depen-
dence of theg factors was associated with the effect of short-
range magnetic order. Recent thulium-‘‘enhanced’’ NMR
experiments in TmBa2Cu3O61x have shown that the169Tm
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation at temperaturesT,4.2 K is
determined by paramagnetic centers in the CuO2 double lay-
ers, which behave as an AFM singlet-triplet system with an
energy gap of the order of 1 K.20,21 In this respect, it be-
comes evident that EPR investigations which directly probe
any paramagnetic centers, can be very useful in the detection
and study of copper magnetic centers in theR123 systems.

In this work, we present results of a magnetic and a de-
tailed EPR study of oxygen deficientRBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd,
Sm! ceramics, which provide evidence for the presence of
copper magnetic centers and elucidates their magnetic be-
havior in combination with the degree of deoxygenation.
Calculation of the paramagnetic contribution of the rare-
earth sublattice is performed using crystal-field analysis of
the energy spectrum of Nd31 and Sm31 ions, in order to trace
any possible contribution of copper paramagnetic centers in
the bulk magnetization of theR123 systems, while a brief
analysis of the Nd31 and Sm31 EPR resonance is also given
indicating the presence of very rapid spin relaxation for these
ions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Oxygen defient polycrystalline ceramic samples
RBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd, Sm! and one Nd0.5Y0.5Ba2Cu3O61x
sample were prepared by annealing the corresponding high-
quality superconducting ceramics~x'0.95, Tc'93 K!, at
850 °C in He atmosphere followed by fast quenching at
room temperature in the reducing atmosphere. Higher degree
of deoxygenation was obtained by changing the time of high-
temperature annealing from 4 h~samplesA! to 24 h~samples
B!. According to thermogravimetric analysis for the less
oxygen deficient sampleA, the value ofx is estimated to be
approximately 0.3, which reduces to;0.15 for the more
oxygen deficient samplesB. The samples were characterized
with powder x-ray diffraction~XRD! using a D500 Siemens
diffractometer employing CuKa radiation. XRD character-
ization showed that in all cases the samples had tetragonal
crystal structure. Only traces of the impurity phase
BaCuO21x were detected for theRBa2Cu3O61x samples,
while no indication of impurity phase was detected for the
Nd0.5Y0.5Ba2Cu3O61x sample. Magnetic measurements were
performed on densely packed powder samples using a PAR
155 vibrating sample magnetometer in the temperature range
4.2–200 K and magnetic-field range 0–2 T. All the investi-
gated samples were found to be nonsuperconducting down to
4.2 K. EPR measurements were carried out using anX-band
Bruker 200D spectrometer with 100 KHz modulation. The
magnetic field was scaled with an NMR magnetometer,
while an Oxford flow cryostat was employed for measure-
ments in the temperature range 3.6–70 K. Measurements
were performed in fine powder samples sealed in quartz
tubes under the flow of helium gas.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Magnetic susceptibility and magnetization

The inverse magnetic susceptibility 1/x of the
NdBa2Cu3O61x sample (A) in magnetic fields of 5 and 10
kOe is shown in Fig. 1, where a slight field dependence of
x(T) can be traced. In order to investigate the origin of the
observed susceptibility we have studied the contribution of
the Nd31 sublattice. Neutron diffraction and specific heat
measurements have shown that Nd31 ions order antiferro-
magnetically at low temperatures with a marked dependence
of TN ~'0.5–1.5 K! on the oxygen concentration.22 How-
ever, the magnetic interactions of Nd31 ions have been found
to be rather weak~J/kB<2.3 K, see Ref. 23! to have a sig-
nificant effect on the magnetic susceptibility in the investi-
gated temperature range~4.2–200 K!, and thus in the follow-
ing we consider Nd31 ions in the paramagnetic regime. In
this case, the magnetic response of Nd31 is determined by
the Nd31 energy states resulting from the crystal-field~CF!
interaction.

The rare-earth point group in theR123 tetragonal crystal
structure (P4/mmm) is D4h so that the crystal-field Hamil-
tonian acting on the energy terms of the freeR31 ions takes
the form
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whereCk
q are one-electron irreducible tensor operators,B k

q

are the CF parameters, and the sum runs over thei4 f elec-
trons of theR31 ion. The matrix elements ofHCF can be
calculated using standard tensor operator techniques, while it
is important to use intermediate coupling wave functions of
the freeR31 ions, which are linear combination of Russell-
Saunders energy terms characterized by constant total angu-
lar momentumJ.24

The CF parameters for Nd31 ions as a function of the
oxygen concentrationx in the NdBa2Cu3O61x matrix have

FIG. 1. The inverse magnetic susceptibility 1/x as a function of
temperature for the NdBa2Cu3O61x sample (A) at magnetic fields
of 5 and 10 kOe. The lines correspond to the calculated 1/x curves
for Nd31 ions according to the CF analysis.
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been determined by neutron spectroscopy.25 In the present
case, we have used the CF parameters reported for the tetrag-
onal crystal structure of Nd123.25 Due to the relatively large
CF splitting, we have included in the calculation nondiagonal
elements~J mixing! of HCF ~1! among the three lowest free-
ion states~J59/2, 11/2, 13/2! of Nd31 in the intermediate
coupling scheme.26 DiagonalizingHCF ~1! we have derived
the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions which in turn
were used to calculate the magnetic susceptibility parallel
(xc) and perpendicular (xa) to the crystallographicc axis,
according to the Van Vleck formula27

xa5
NmB
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kBT
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j ,mÞn
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wherea5x, y, z, andZ5(ndn exp(2En/kBT) is the parti-
tion function withFn,i being thedn degenerate eigenfunc-
tions with energyEn at zero magnetic field. Since the
magnetic-susceptibility measurements have been carried out
on powder samples, the average valuexave5(2xab1xc)/3 is
subsequently used.

The calculated susceptibilities after correcting for the dia-
magnetic contributionxdia52231024 emu/mole and a
temperature-independent contribution from the Cu~2! planes
~xCu~2!52431024 emu/mol!,28 are shown in Fig. 1. The
theoretical powder susceptibilityxavecompares well with the
experimental data, indicating that the Nd31 paramagnetic
contribution determines to a great extend the bulk magnetic
response of Nd123. In order to investigate any field depen-
dence ofx(T), we have measured the isothermal magnetiza-
tion curveM (H) with H<20 kOe atT54.8 K in the zero-
field-cooled ~ZFC! and the field-cooled~FC! mode. The
results are presented in Fig. 2, showing thatM (H) exhibits a
very slight curvature with increasing magnetic field and no

appreciable hysteresis. In order to clarify this behavior, the
theoretical isothermsM (H) of the Nd31 sublattice were cal-
culated conventionally from diagonalization of a Hamil-
tonian comprisingHCF ~1! and the Zeeman interaction,
HZ5mB(L12S) H. The theoretical isothermsMa , Mc , and
the averageMave5(2Ma1Mc)/3, atT54.8 K, are shown in
Fig. 2. Comparison of the averageMave curve withMexp,
shows thatMave is somewhat lower thanMexp. The differ-
enceDM5Mexp2Mave as shown in the inset of Fig. 2, ex-
hibits a steep increase at low fields saturating already at
H.8 kOe. This behavior is characteristic of clusters pos-
sessing ferromagnetic ground states with large total spin
S.1/2 and can not be reproduced merely by changing the
CF parameters of Nd31 ions. Fitting of theDM (H) data
can be performed using the Brillouin function
Ms(H/T)5M0Bs(gSmBH/kBT) which applies in the case of
ferromagnetic clusters with saturation magnetization
M05NeffgSmB , whereNeff is the number of clusters per
formula unit~f.u.! with total spinS. Fitting of DM (H) with
g52.0 and T54.8 K, yields M050.016(3)mB/f.u.,
S524(4), andNeff50.000 35~6! clusters/f.u.~inset of Fig.
2!. These results suggest the presence of particularly large
ferromagnetic clusters of low concentration atT54.8 K.
However, the limited experimental accuracy of the magneti-
zation data inhibits the reliability of theDM (H) curve and
thus the absolute values of the fitting parameters~e.g., the
surprisingly high value ofS! should be considered with cau-
tion. Moreover, as we shall see below the obtained fitting
values may comprise an appreciable contribution from traces
of BaCuO21x. It is also worth noting that a significant ferro-
magnetic contribution at low temperatures~T50.1–7 K! has
been previously reported at low magnetic fields in oxygen
deficient NdBa2Cu3O61x ceramics.

7

The magnetic susceptibility for the oxygen deficient
SmBa2Cu3O61x samplesA andB at magnetic fields of 1 and
5 kOe are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen, the magnetic
susceptibilityxA(T) for the less oxygen deficient sampleA

FIG. 2. Magnetization vs applied magnetic field for Nd123
sample (A) at T54.8 K in the ZFC and FC modes. The lines
correspond to the calculatedM (H) curves for Nd31 ions in tetrag-
onal CF symmetry along thea andc crystallographic axes and the
average valueMave. The inset shows theDM (H) data derived by
DM5Mexp2Mave. The solid line corresponds to fitting ofDM (H)
data using the Brillouin functionMs(H/T)5M0Bs(gSmBH/kBT)
with g52.0, T54.8 K and the fitted valuesM050.016(3)mB/f.u.
andS524(4).

FIG. 3. The magnetic susceptibilityx(T) for the oxygen defi-
cient Sm123 samplesA ~solid circles! and B ~open circles!. The
solid line corresponds to the calculated averagexave(T) susceptibil-
ity for Sm31 ions in tetragonal CF symmetry. The dotted line cor-
responds to the Curie-Weiss relationx(T)5x01C/(T2Q) fitting
of xA(T) with x057.7~4!31023 emu/mole, Q51.6~2! K and
C50.16(1) emu K/mole. The inset shows the difference
DxA5xA2xave ~solid circles! in comparison with the magnetic
susceptibility of 5~solid line! and 10~dotted line! wt. % of deoxy-
genated BaCuO21x converted in emu/mole Sm123.
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exceeds considerablyxB(T) for the strongly deoxygenated
sample B. Fitting of the magnetic susceptibilityxA(T)
with a Curie-Weiss law,x(T)5x01C/(T2Q), gives
x057.7~4!31023 emu/mole, Q51.6~2! K, and
meff51.12(5)mB/Sm

31, the latter being significantly higher
than themeff value (0.84mB) of the free ion Sm

31. To clarify
this discrepancy we performed CF analysis for Sm31 ions in
the Sm123 matrix and subsequently calculated the magnetic
susceptibility as in the case of Nd31 ions. Due to the large
neutron absorption cross section of Sm31, inelastic neutron
scattering cannot be used for the determination of the CF
energy levels in Sm123.29 In order to obtain an estimate of
the Sm31 CF energy states, we have consistently scaled the
CF parametersB k

q that have been reported for otherR31 ions
in theR123 matrix using the scaling procedure developed by
Morrison and Leavitt30 and keeping the ratios ofB k

q as pre-
dicted by the superposition model.31 The resulting CF pa-
rametersB k

q for the tetragonal symmetry are listed in Table I.
Due to the relatively small energy separation of the lowest

6HJ free-ion states of Sm31 as is often the case for the
lighter lanthanides, we have included in the CF analysis the
first five J multiplets (J55/2213/2) of Sm31 in the inter-
mediate coupling scheme32 allowing for J mixing. A similar
consistent approach of Sm31 has been already reported by
Soderholmet al.,29 though the CF parameters and the result-
ing energy states were not reported. The eigenvalues and
eigenstates of the ground multiplet of Sm31 ions in tetrago-
nal symmetry,HCF ~1!, derived in the present work are listed
in Table II.

Using relation~2!, the magnetic susceptibilitiesxa , xc ,
and xave of Sm

31 in the paramagnetic regime were calcu-
lated. The derived average susceptibilityxaveafter correction
for diamagnetic and Cu~2! contribution, is compared with the
experimental data in Fig. 3, where we find that good agree-
ment is obtained for sampleB in most of the investigated

temperature range, except for temperaturesT,25 K where
xexp slightly exceeds the theoretical curve. This result indi-
cates that the CF parameters used in this work are a good
approximation for the Sm31 crystal-field interaction. How-
ever, the magnetic susceptibility for sampleA is significantly
larger than the predictedxave. The observed difference
Dx5xA2xave is shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Since the
Sm123 samples, according to the XRD analysis, contained
traces~<3%! of the barium cuprate oxide BaCuO21x, we
compare the differenceDx with the magnetic susceptibility
of oxygen deficient BaCuO21x. Magnetic-susceptibility data
for deoxygenated BaCuO21x have been recently reported by
Gouskoset al.33 As shown in the inset of Fig. 3, the presence
of BaCuO21x assuming concentration as large as 10 wt. %
cannot fully account for the observedDx.

Figure 4 shows the isothermMA(H) for the Sm123
sampleA at T54.7 K. In the same plot, the calculated
Mave(H) of the Sm

31 ions is shown. Similar to the magnetic-
susceptibility behavior,MA(H) exceeds significantly the Sm
contributionMave and exhibits a pronounced curvature in-
dicative of ferromagnetic behavior. The difference
DM5MA2Mave is fitted with the Brillouin function appro-

TABLE I. Crystal-field parameters for Sm31 ions in
SmBa2Cu3O61x ~in cm21!. In the second row the values ofBk

q

predicted by the superposition model are also included.

B 2
0 B 4

0 B 4
4 B 6

0 B 6
4 Ref.

408 22338 1338 580 1705 This
work

22737 1543 829 1732 31

TABLE II. CF eigenvalues (E) and eigenstates of the ground multiplet of Sm31 ions inD4h symmetry of
SmBa2Cu3O61x.

E
~cm21! G i Eigenfunctions

0 G6 0.986u5/2,61/2&60.069u7/2,61/2&60.039u7/2,77/2&
20.036u9/2,61/2&20.123u9/2,77/2&10.0125u9/2,69/2&

60.006u11/2,61/2&60.021u11/2,77/2&70.061u11/2,69/2&1•••

171 G7
~1! 0.640u5/2,65/2&20.727u5/2,73/2&60.144u7/2,65/2&60.156u7/2,73/2&

10.087u9/2,65/2&10.069u9/2,73/2&
70.046u11/2,65/2&70.037u11/2,73/2&60.018u11/2,711/2&1•••

371 G7
~2! 0.745u5/2,65/2&10.571u5/2,73/2&70.278u7/2,65/2&7185u7/2,73/2&

10.036u9/2,65/2&10.055u9/2,73/2&
70.004u11/2,65/2&70.037u11/2,73/2&70.011u11/2,711/2&1•••

FIG. 4. Magnetization vs applied magnetic field for Sm123
sample (A) at T54.7 K ~solid circles! in comparison with the
Mave(H) ~solid line! calculated for Sm31 ions according to the CF
analysis. Open circles show the differenceDM5MA2Mavewhich
is fitted with the Brillouin function ~dotted line! with
M050.086(5)mB/f.u., S512(1). Thedashed line represents the
isothermM (H) calculated for BaCuO21x at T54.7, according to
the results of Ref. 34.
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priate for the ground-state magnetization of a ferromagnetic
cluster as in the case of Nd123 sampleA, yielding
M050.086(5)mB/f.u., S512(1) and Neff50.0036~2!
clusters/f.u. In Fig. 4 it is also included the isothermM (H)
calculated for BaCuO21x atT54.7, according to the magne-
tization results of Wanget al.,34 who have shown that the
low-temperature magnetization of the barium cuprate oxide
is mainly determined by the contribution of the large ferro-
magnetic Cu18O24 clusters with total spinS59. As seen in
Fig. 4, assuming 5 wt. % of barium cuprate, only part ofDM
is accounted for. In this case, the magnitude ofDM (H) can
be accounted for by a concentration of;10 wt. % of the
BaCuO21x magnetization, which however is not in agree-
ment with the XRD results. In the case of Nd123 sampleA
the smaller magnitude ofDM (H) can be accounted for, al-
ready by 2 wt. % of BaCuO21x. However, the previous
magnetic-susceptibility data and the EPR results presented
below, do not comply merely with the presence of barium
cuprate. Morever, the XRD analysis did not show any sig-
nificant change of the BaCuO21x traces among the two kind
of Sm123 samples where the ferromagnetic contribution in
x(T) increased drastically. In this respect, we conclude that
the observed low-temperature magnetic behavior has an in-
trinsic ferromagnetic origin, though a partial contribution of
BaCuO21x cannot be excluded.

Previous low-temperature magnetization study of oxygen
deficient SmBa2Cu3O61x (x50.3–0.55) ceramics showed a
maximum of the susceptibility below 1 K, which was asso-
ciated with the appearance of a small amount of ferromag-
netic phase distributed in the sample in the form of clusters.8

The magnetization M (H) reported at 0.2 K for
SmBa2Cu3O61x x50.3, exhibited a steep rise at weak fields
saturating forH51 kOe, a behavior which was attributed to
the spontaneous magnetization of ferromagnetic clusters and
further is in agreement with the present results.

B. EPR results

Figure 5 shows the temperature dependence of theX-band
EPR spectrum of the Nd123 sampleA below 50 K. The

spectrum is dominated by a very intense almost isotropic
EPR line of Lorentzian line shape indicative of exchange
narrowing. Characteristic of the strong intensity of this EPR
line is that it has been recorded under the lowest spectrom-
eter gain and low microwave power of 1 mW, which are
almost the same conditions as those used in recordering the
intense EPR spectra of powder BaCuO21x samples.

33 The
EPR line narrows rapidly with decreasing temperature and
belowT;10 K shifts towards lower fields. The same kind of
EPR spectrum with similar temperature variation and inten-
sity was detected for the Sm123 sampleA, as well. The
temperature variation of the intensityI which was derived by
double integration of the first derivative mode after correct-
ing for baseline shift, the peak-to-peak linewidthDHpp and
thegeff factor are shown in Fig. 6 for the Nd123 and Sm123
samplesA, respectively.

Analysis of the integral intensityI (T) for the Nd123
sampleA @Fig. 6~a!# which is proportional to the spin sus-
ceptibility, shows thatI (T) increases more rapidly with de-
creasing temperature thanT21 which is expected for a
simple paramagnetic center with spinS51/2 as Cu21 ions.
This behavior, which implies ferromagnetic interactions, can
be more easily traced in the plotI3T shown in Fig. 6~a!,
where I3T exhibits a considerable increase down to 6 K,
where it reaches a maximum. The intensityI (T) at T.5 K
can be approximately described with relation
I (T)'1/T@31exp(2J/kBT)# which applies for a singlet-
triplet system resulting from the exchange interaction of two
S51/2 species as two Cu21 ions, withJ being the isotropic
exchange constant. The derived value of the exchange con-
stant after fitting the experimental data, isJ/kB'30(15) K

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of theX-band~n59.43 GHz!
EPR spectrum of Nd123 sample (A) at ~a! T,10 K and~b! T.10
K. FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the isotropic EPR line pa-

rameters, ~a! I (T), I3T and the fitting function
I (T)'1/T@31exp(2J/kBT)# ~dotted line! with ferromagnetic ex-
change constantJ/kB'30(15) K, ~b! peak-to-peak linewidth, and
~c! geff for the Sm123 and Nd123 samples (A). In the intensity plot
only data for Nd123 are shown.
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which is indicative of appreciable ferromagnetic interactions.
However, the maximum atT;6 K and the subsequent de-
crease ofI3T at lower temperatures, indicate the presence
of weaker antiferromagnetic interactions as well. Thus, it is
possible that the spin system giving rise to the EPR line is
not simply a copper dimer but a larger copper cluster with
competing ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions
with the former being dominant. In this case, the fine struc-
ture expected for ground states with total spinS.1/2 in-
duced by anisotropic interactions like the dipolar or the
anisotropic/antisymmetric exchange interaction should be
exchange narrowed and thus contribute only to the second
moment of the resonance line which is thus broadened.

The linewidthDHpp increases almost linearly with tem-
perature aboveT;10 K as seen in Fig. 6~b!, with a slope
d(DHpp!/dT of 12~1! G/K, 13~1! G/K and residual widths of
220~30! G, 285~35! G for Sm123 and Nd123, respectively.
This behavior may be associated with very rapid spin-lattice-
relaxation processes which are expected to occur in exchange
coupled systems where the resulting spin states may provide
more effective relaxation pathways.35 Moreover, in the case
of clusters larger than dimers, fast relaxation may occur
through modulation of the isotropic exchange interaction
which given a considerable magnitude may be very effective.
Linear temperature dependence ofDHpp has been often de-
tected in lower dimensional systems and is usually connected
with the phonon modulation of the antisymmetric or aniso-
tropic exchange interactions.36 However, for transition met-
als like Cu21 where the orbital contribution to the ground
state is severely quenched, the latter interactions are rather
small and give rise tod(DHpp!/dT usually smaller than 1
G/K.36

Furthermore,DHpp shows a definite minimum atT;8 K
and increases rapidly at lower temperatures@Fig. 6~b!#, while
in the same temperature range,geff exhibits a considerable
increase@Fig. 6~c!#. This behavior can be phenomenologi-
cally explained in terms of a fluctuating internal field which
add to the applied field altering the resonance condition,
while at the same time slowing down of the fluctuation rate
of this field may produce a progressive broadening of the
resonance line as the temperature decreases. The occurrence
of such fluctuating fields might be traced either to short-
range order among the spin clusters or to the presence of
magnetic interactions of the spin clusters with other spin
systems. The temperature dependence of the EPR frequency
has been treated theoretically for one-dimensional Heisen-
berg magnets where it was shown that theg shift originates
from the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility induced
by the dipolar interaction or single-ion anisotropy.37 Consid-
ering the presence of spin clusters withS.1/2, then shift of
the resonance frequency induced by the exchange interaction
may be considerably enhanced by the zero-field splitting of
the ground state.

According to these results we suggest that the single reso-
nance line observed in the oxygen deficient Nd123 and
Sm123 samples results from ferromagnetic clusters formed
by the exchange coupling of two or more Cu21 ions and
which at low temperature may be short-range ordered. Simi-
lar EPR spectra have been previously reported in oxygen
deficientR123 ceramics,9,10 while magnetic resonance data

on oxygen deficientR123 single crystals19 have shown the
presence of intense signals with small anisotropy parallel
(gi;2.13) and perpendicular to thec axis (g';2.18) with
geff;2.16 atX band andT.10 K, which compares favor-
ably with the presentgeff values and the small deviation of
the observed line shape from an isotropic Lorentzian. EPR
spectra with qualitatively similar temperature variation of
geff and DHpp have been also reported for BaCuO21x.

33,38

However, comparison of the intensity of the present EPR
signals with that of BaCuO21x shows that they are of com-
parable magnitude, while the absolute values of the EPR
parameters and their temperature variation are different, ex-
cluding any correlation of the origin of the observed EPR
spectra with BaCuO21x.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the EPR
spectrum recordered for sample Sm123B. In this case, a
radical change of the EPR spectrum occurred as the isotropic
EPR line was replaced by an anisotropic powder EPR spec-
trum. The integral intensity of this EPR spectrum was greatly
reduced, at least by an order of magnitude, in comparison
with the intensity of the isotropic EPR line observed in
sample Sm123A, complying with the corresponding reduc-
tion of the bulk magnetic susceptibility. The EPR powder
pattern is characteristic of Cu21 ions with anisotropicg ten-
sor, while the hyperfine structure expected from the natural
isotope 63Cu (I53/2) is suppressed, presumably due to the

FIG. 7. The anisotropic Cu21 EPR spectra of Sm123 sample
(B) as a function of temperature~solid lines!. Dotted lines show the
theoretical EPR spectra obtained from the simulation withMONOQF.
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presence of weak exchange interactions. The EPR spectrum
was theoretically simulated as a function of temperature with
an anisotropicg tensor, anisotropic linewidths along the
principal directions and Lorentzian lineshape using the pro-
gramMONOQF ~Fig. 7!. The results of the simulation together
with the integral intensityI (T) are presented in Fig. 8. Theg
tensor exhibited rhombic symmetry with principalgi values
~i5x, y, z! only slightly temperature dependent. Namely, the
obtained gi values are found to be in the range
gx52.04022.043, gy52.11522.1145, gz52.23022.228,
where the first value corresponds to the lowest temperature
~3.8 K! and the second to the highest studied temperature~49
K! @Fig. 8~a!#. The relationgz.gy.gx among the principal
g values indicates that the underlying Cu21 centers have a
dominantdx22y2 and to a lesser extent ad z

2 contribution in
their ground state, corresponding to a rhombic distortion of
the local symmetry. The linewidths turned out to be aniso-
tropic, following relationDHz;DHy.DHx which is consis-
tent with the dipolar contribution toDHi ~i5x, y, z! pre-
dicted by the principalgi values. As the temperature
decreased, especially below 10 K, an increase ofDHi of the
order of 25 MHz;10 G is observed@Fig. 8~b!#. Analysis of
the integral intensity as a function of temperature reveals that
I (T) does not increase asT21 upon lowering the tempera-
ture, but rather with anT20.82 law for most of the investi-
gated temperature range or alternatively with a Curie-Weiss
law C/(T2Q) with negativeQ values@Fig. 8~c!#. This an-
tiferromagnetic behavior can be more readily traced in the
plot I3T vs T @Fig. 8~c!#, where I3T decreases continu-
ously belowT530 K though below 5 K an increase ofI3T
is detected. In this case, both the EPR intensity and the line-
width temperature variation strongly suggest that the under-
lying copper centers are not ‘‘isolated’’ but rather exhibit
substantial magnetic interactions of antiferromagnetic char-
acter.

Impurity copper oxides such as BaCuO21x and the
‘‘green’’ R2BaCuO5 phase have been found to exhibit aniso-
tropic Cu21 EPR spectra with principalg values, though not
identical, in the sameg range as in the present case.1,39,40

However, these Cu21 EPR spectra are usually much broader
than the present ones, while they have not been reported to
exhibit similar temperature as that reported in Fig. 8. Mor-
ever, the present EPR spectra bear close resemblance to
those recently reported for oxygen deficient YBa2Cu3O72d
samples, especially that reported ford50.3, which were di-
rectly related to the appearance of the anomalous microwave
absorption~MWA !.41 In that case, the EPR spectra were at-
tributed to Cu21 impurity ions in the Cu~1! chains providing
thep junctions implicated in the anomalous MWA.41 In this
respect, we consider that the rhombic Cu21 EPR spectra de-
tected in the Sm123 sampleB have an intrinsic character.
Based on the observed reduction of the EPR intensity com-
pared to that of the isotropic EPR line~sampleA!, we sug-
gest that the increase of oxygen deficiency or oxygen order-
ing might cause a ‘‘dilution’’ of the ferromagnetic phase
evidenced in samplesA and give rise to more ‘‘isolated’’
Cu21 centers which, however, exhibit antiferromagnetic in-
teractions.

Subsequently, we present the results of the EPR study of
a mixed Nd0.5Y0.5Ba2Cu3O61x ~Nd,Y!123 oxygen deficient
sampleB, which was chosen for two purposes:~a! to reduce
the Nd concentration which might enable the detection of the
Nd31 EPR resonance that was not detected in the single
Nd123 sample, and~b! to verify that heat treatment of
samplesB results in the radical changes of the copper EPR
spectra as observed in the Sm123 samples. The EPR spectra
of the ~Nd,Y!123 sample recordered immediately after
preparation, as for all samples presented so far, is shown as a
function of temperature in Fig. 9. At temperatures below 10
K @Fig. 9~a!#, the EPR spectrum has an unusual shape, espe-
cially in the high-field side where some structure appears,
while a small shift of the resonance line can be traced, simi-
lar to thegeff(T) of the isotropic EPR line in sample Sm123
(A) ~Fig. 5!. However, as temperature increases some char-
acteristic features of the type expected for anisotropic pow-
der EPR spectra of Cu21 ions, similar to the Cu21 EPR spec-
tra of Sm123 (B), gradually become resolved@Fig. 9~b!#. In
this case, it seems that the detected EPR spectrum is the

FIG. 8. Temperature dependence of the EPR parameters derived
from the simulation of the anisotropic Cu21 EPR spectrum for
Sm123 sample (B), ~a! the principalgi values~i5x, y, z!, ~b! the
linewidthsDHi ~i5x, y, z! along the principal axes, and~c! the
intensityI (T) ~solid circles! andI3T ~open circles!. The solid and
dotted lines correspond to the functionsT20.82 andT21.

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the EPR spectra for the
~Nd,Y!123 sample (B) recorded immediately after preparation at
~a! T,10 K and~b! T.10 K.
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result of the superposition of two different EPR signals, most
probably of the form detected in the Sm123 samples (A) and
(B).

EPR measurements were repeated for the same
~Nd,Y!123 sample after five months. During this time period
the sample was kept sealed in the same quartz tube as mea-
sured for the first time. The motivation for such a measure-
ment were previous observations of substantial time evolu-
tion of the copper EPR spectra in Pr0.5R0.5Ba2Cu3O61x
ceramics.42,43 The EPR spectra of the ‘‘aged’’~Nd,Y!123
sample (B) at some temperatures are shown in Fig. 10. At
higher temperatures the EPR spectrum is dominated by an
anisotropic powder EPR pattern of Cu21 ions with rhombicg
tensor similar to that observed in Sm123 (B), while at lower
temperatures it results from the superposition of the Cu21

EPR spectrum with a more isotropic EPR signal which rap-
idly intensifies upon lowering the temperature. Deconvolu-
tion of the EPR spectrum was performed by simulating the
rhombic Cu21 EPR.

The Cu21 EPR spectrum can be accurately simulated
down to;20 K with a rhombicg tensor with constant prin-
cipal valuesgx52.070(1), gy52.143(1), gz52.253(1) and
anisotropic linewidths,DHx585 MHz, DHy5107 MHz,
DHz5118 MHz atT562 K slightly increasing~by ;3–5
MHz! with decreasing temperature down to 20 K~Fig. 10!.

In the temperature rangeT53.44–20 K thegy , gz values
exhibit a gradual change reaching the values of 2.140 and
2.268 atT53.44, while the linewidth continues to increase
similarly to the Sm123 sample (B) @Fig. 8~b!# reaching the
largest valuesDHx5103 MHz,DHy5119 MHz,DHz5130
MHz at T53.44 K. Additionally, the integral intensityI (T)
increases slower thanT21 with decreasing temperature,
similar to the temperature variation of the Cu21 EPR spec-
trum of sample Sm123 (B) @Fig. 8~c!#.

The more isotropic EPR component was obtained after
subtraction of the Cu21 EPR spectrum from the total EPR
spectrum at low temperatures~T,7 K!, as can be seen in
Fig. 11. Although, the high-field part of this EPR spectrum
can not be accurately retrieved, its shape resembles closely
the isotropic EPR line detected in samples (A). This also
supported by the temperature variation of the derived spec-
trum, namely the faster thanT21 increase of its intensity
I (T) as well as the increase of thegeff value as the tempera-
ture decreases, which are both characteristics of the isotropic
EPR line detected in samples (A) @Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!#.

These results suggest that during the time period of 5
months, a substantial increase of the intensity of the rhombic
Cu21 EPR spectrum occurred relatively to the isotropic EPR
line. This effect along with the differentI (T) variation of the
two EPR spectra allowed their decomposition for the aged
~Nd,Y!123 sample (B). Additionally, the EPR results for the
~Nd,Y! sample support our observation that increase of the
high-temperature He-annealing time reduces the concentra-
tion of the ferromagnetic copper clusters responsible for the
isotropic EPR line and favors the formation of more ‘‘iso-
lated’’ Cu21 centers giving rise to the rhombic EPR spec-
trum.

C. Electron paramagnetic resonance of Nd31 and Sm31 ions

In all of the studied samples, we did not observe any
appreciable indication of the EPR signals resulting from the

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the EPR spectra~solid
lines! for the ‘‘aged’’ ~Nd,Y!123 sample (B) after a time period of
5 months. The dotted lines represent the simulated EPR spectra at
relatively high temperatures.

FIG. 11. Deconvolution of the EPR spectrum of the ‘‘aged’’
~Nd,Y!123 sample (B) at low temperatures of 3.4 and 6.4 K.A
designates the initial spectrum,B the simulated Cu21 EPR spec-
trum, andC the more isotropic EPR spectrum obtained from the
subtraction ofA-B.
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paramagnetic rare-earth Nd31 and Sm31 Kramers ions,
though their paramagnetic contribution determines largely
the bulk magnetic properties of the respectiveR123 com-
pounds. On the other hand, all the otherR31 Kramers ions
~R5Gd, Dy, Er, Yb! forming theR123 compounds have
been found to produce detectable EPR signals, though con-
siderably broadened in the case of Er31 and Dy31, in theX
band.44 Moreover, analysis of theseR31 EPR spectra
showed that they occur atg values close to that predicted by
the CF ground doublets and most importantly that the line-
width in the singleR123 matrix is mainly determined by the
magnetic interactions~dipolar and exchange! of the R31

ions.44 In this respect, we give below a brief account of the
Nd31 and Sm31 EPR resonance based on the previous CF
analysis hoping to stimulate future EPR studies on theseR31

ions.
As is well known, for Nd31 and Sm31 ions in D2h and

D4h CF symmetry occurring in theR123 crystal structure,
the EPR spectrum of theR31 ground doublet is described by
an anisotropicg tensor whose principal components can be
straightforwardly calculated.45 The principalgi values~i5x,
y, z! where thex, y, z principal axes can be identified with
the a, b, c crystallographic axes, are presented in Table III.
In the case of the orthorhombic NdBa2Cu3O7 compound the
ground doublet has been derived by CF calculation in the
D2h symmetry and using the CF parameters reported by
Goodman, Loong, and Soderholm,46 while in the tetragonal
symmetry of Nd123 and Sm123 the CF states derived by
HCF ~1! were used.

Furthermore, for the undilutedR123 compounds we have
numerically calculated the contribution of the dipolar inter-
action in the second momentM2 of the Nd

31 EPR resonance
in the high-temperature approximation taking into account
the anisotropy of thegi values explicitly.

44 Due to the rela-
tively large distance of the rare-earth layers along thec axis,
we have considered only theR31 ions lying in the sameab
plane. The results are included in Table III, whereM 20

( i ) are
the values of the secular second moment arising from the
truncated dipolar Hamiltonian with the magnetic field along
the x, y, z axes. If the linewidth was determined solely by
the dipolar interaction, the resonance would have Gaussian
line shape with peak-to-peak linewidthDHpp

( i )52AM20
( i ).47

In the case of Nd31 ions it is seen that thegi values are
not very anisotropic and are well within theX-band range,
while the dipolar linewidths are approximately 3.4 and 2.1
kG along thex, z axes in the tetragonal symmetry. The re-
sulting powder Nd31 EPR spectrum, though broad can be
easily detected in theX band. If we assume isotropic ex-
change interactionJ among the real Nd31 spins and project

on the ground doublet, we derive an isotropic interaction of
magnitudeJiso'0.75J20.02 cm21. The latter contributes in
the fourth momentM4 causing narrowing of the resonance
line whose width is then given byDH ( i )5M 20

( i )/nex, where
nex is the exchange frequency. Assuming a small value of
J50.01 cm21 and using the expression for the fourth mo-
ment recently reported by Devilleet al.,48 we derive thenex
values of 3135 and 2050 MHz along thex andz axes. These
nex values, which are smaller than the resonance frequencies
~adiabatic approximation!, along with theM 20

( i ) values in the
tetragonal Nd123 ~Table III!, finally give linewidths
DHx50.93 kG andDHz50.55 kG. The latter values are
smaller than the initial dipolar linewidths, while they can be
even smaller when larger exchange valuesJ are used. At this
point it should be noted that the contribution in the second
moment of the isotropic exchange interactionJ is not zero
but very small due to the small anisotropy of thegi values.
Moreover, contribution of the hyperfine structure of the natu-
ral Nd isotopes in the second moment is about an order of
magnitude smaller than the dipolar one,44 while a significant
broadening contribution may arise through the anisotropic
exchange interaction of Nd31 ions. However, in all cases it
seems unlikely that the magnetic interactions excessively
broaden the Nd31 EPR spectrum beyond theX-band range.
This is also supported by the absence of a definite Nd31 EPR
signal in the~Nd,Y!123 sample where the dilution of Nd31

should considerably reduce the magnetic interactions and
thus EPR broadening.

In the case of the Sm31 ions, the predictedgi values
~Table III! are as usual rather small and correspond to reso-
nance fields ofHx510.7 kG andHz512.7 kG assuming
n059.43 GHz. Although the latter values approach the limit
of our magnetic-field range~0–11 kG!, EPR measurements
in magnetic field up to 11 kG in the Sm123 samples did not
gave any sign of resonance signal. The predicted dipolar lin-
ewidths are quite smallDHpp

(x)50.47 kG,DHpp
(z)50.31 kG

and become even smaller in the presence of exchange inter-
actions. Based on this analysis, we conclude that the EPR
resonance of Sm31 and Nd31 in contrast with the heavier
KramersR31 ions is significantly broadened by spin-lattice-
relaxation processes. This behavior may be considered to
some extend plausible, if we take into account the larger ion
radius of Nd31 and Sm31 which allows for larger coupling
with the crystal lattice. However, it is worth investigating the
dynamic behavior of theseR31 ions which are very close to
Pr31 which as is well known cause the disappearance of
superconductivity in the PrBa2Cu3O7 compound. In this re-
spect, high-frequency EPR measurements would probably
enable the detection and study of the Nd31 and Sm31 EPR
spectra.

IV. DISCUSSION

Both the magnetization and the EPR results strongly sug-
gest the presence of a small but substantial ferromagnetic
~FM! contribution most probably related with local FM clus-
ters in the nonsuperconducting oxygen deficient
RBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd, Sm! compounds. Furthermore, it is
very interesting to examine the origin of this behavior in
relation to the magnetic behavior of theR123 systems as a
function of the oxygen concentration.

TABLE III. The principal EPRgi values and the corresponding
secular second momentM 20

( i ) ~i5x, y, z! due to the magnetic dipo-
lar interactions of Nd31 and Sm31 ions inRBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd,
Sm! compounds.

gx gy gz

M 20
(x)

~kG!2
M 20

(y)

~kG!
M 20

(z)

~kG!2

NdBa2Cu3O7 2.83 2.20 2.49 3.71 3.04 1.56
NdBa2Cu3O6.1 2.46 2.46 2.18 2.92 2.92 1.12
SmBa2Cu3O61x 0.63 0.63 0.53 0.056 0.056 0.024
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Introduction of oxygen in the antiferromagnetic
YBa2Cu3O6 compound is initially (0,x,0.2) expected to
result in random filling of isolated vacancies in the basal
Cu~1! layer giving rise to Cu21-O22-Cu21 dimers.11 How-
ever, AFM exchange coupling of the two Cu21 ions of simi-
lar magnitude~J;103 K! as in the Cu~2! planes, would leave
the singlet (S50) as a ground state and thus turn these
dimers to nonmagnetic up to high temperatures. Further in-
troduction of oxygen induces holes O2 with spin 1/2, which
are predicted to remain incorporated in short chain fragments
in the Cu~1! layer, before any charge transfer to the Cu~2!
takes place.11 In these neutral Cu~1! chain fragments there is
an even number of spins~for N oxygen sites, there areN21
oxygen holes andN11 copper holes, thus 2N spins! which
assuming AFM exchange coupling among all spins leads to a
singlet ground state.12 However, if the oxygen hole occupies
the pp orbital, then strong ferromagnetic coupling~J;
1400 K! between the oxygenpp and adjacent copperd
orbitals prevails.49 In this case, ground state of the short
Cu~1! fragments with total spinS.1/2 may arise. These
Cu~1! chain fragments are predicted to have a critical length
~;3 oxygens per fragment! before holes are induced in the
Cu~2! planes. Such FM clusters appearing in the Cu~1! layer
most favorably at oxygen concentration slightly lower than
that corresponding to the superconducting phase transition,
could probably explain the observed isotropic EPR spectra.
Morever, due to the orthogonality of thedy22z2 orbital of
Cu21~1! ions with thedx22y2 orbitals of Cu

21~2! ions, ferro-
magnetic exchange interaction between Cu21~1! and Cu21~2!
along thec axis may also occur. A theoretical estimate of the
latter interaction yieldsJCu~1!-Cu~2!;110 K,49 which is very
close to the temperature where the resonance frequency and
the EPR linewidth start to diverge@Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!#. An-
other possibility for the detection of EPR signals from Cu~1!
chain fragments even in the presence of overall AFM cou-
pling, is the presence of the loosely coupled Cu21~1! mag-
netic moments at the end of such chain fragments as previ-
ously suggested in Ref. 20, in order to explain the oxygen
dependence of the169Tm nuclear spin-lattice-relaxation time.
In this case, Cu21~1! copper centers coupled ferromagneti-
cally with Cu21~2! may be responsible for the isotropic EPR
spectra.

However, ferromagnetic copper clusters may also arise in
the AFM Cu~2! planes when lightly doped with oxygen
holes. Recently, the low-energy spectrum of two different
spin-polarized clusters where the oxygen hole is allowed to
move freely, was examined.17 The first was a pentanuclear
copper cluster which was found to have a ground state with
total spinS52.17 The latter state was estimated to be split by
the anisotropic exchange interaction of the oxygen hole with
the copper spins, in one singletMs50 as the ground state
and twonon-Kramersdoublets with quantum numbersMs
equal to61 and62 at energies 0.6–2.3 K and 2.3–9.3 K,
respectively. EPR signal from the non-Kramers doublets is
not easily detectable, while EPR transitions among the
Ms50 and theMs561 energy states which may be quite
close in energy~0.4–1.6 cm21!, are not very likely to occur
at theX band, though, in principle, it may be possible at
higher frequencies. The second cluster was a tetranuclear
copper cluster where the oxygen hole was confined in the
b2g orbital.

17 In this case, the cluster ground state has total

spin S53/2 which is further split by anisotropic exchange
into two Kramers doublets with energy separation of 60–230
K.17 This kind of spin-polarized cluster has been considered
to be responsible for the EPR signal detected in La2CuO41d
and is also a possible candidate for the present EPR signals.
However, the EPR signal detected in La2CuO41d showed a
marked increase ofI3T with decreasing temperature below
25 K but no g-shift or linewidth increase as in theR123
oxygen deficient samples which exhibited a more compli-
cated behavior. If this kind of spin-polarized cluster is re-
sponsible for the isotropic EPR line in theR123 systems, it
may be possible that the low-temperature EPR behavior in-
volves interaction of these clusters with the Cu12~1! mo-
ments, rather than intercluster interactions which should be
rather weak due to their small concentration. Is also very
interesting to note that any cluster formation either in the
Cu~1! or Cu~2! layers may occur in a wider oxygen concen-
tration range inRBa2Cu3O61x ~R5Nd, Sm! where the large
rare-earth ion radius was found to shift the orthorhombic-to-
tetragonal phase transition atx50.55 which is considerably
higher than in the YBa2Cu3O61x system.

50

On the other hand, the remarkable disappearance of the
intense, isotropic EPR line and the substantial magnetization
reduction after increasing the high-temperature annealing
time, are indicative of a ‘‘dilution’’ effect of the FM phase
which normally is expected to occur for further increase of
the oxygen deficiency. The latter inhibits the formation of
Cu~1! and mostly Cu~2! clusters by decreasing sufficiently
the number of available oxygen holes. The appearance of the
rhombic Cu21 EPR spectra and their temperature depen-
dence indicate the presence of more ‘‘isolated’’ Cu21 centers
with relatively weak antiferromagnetic interactions. The
time-induced growth of the intensity of this EPR spectrum,
as evidenced in the~Nd,Y!123 sample, may be related to
slow oxygen ordering processes occurring in the 123 crystal
structure as has been suggested in Ref. 51. However, it may
also be related with surface states, since the surface of the
123 ceramics has been found to be most susceptible to envi-
ronmental degradation.52

In summary, our magnetic and EPR data suggest the for-
mation of ferromagnetic copper clusters in oxygen deficient,
nonsuperconductingRBa2Cu3O61x ceramics containing the
relatively large rare-earth ions Nd31 and Sm31. Their origin
can be traced in the spin polarization of divalent copper ions
through oxygen holes either in the Cu~1! or in the Cu~2!
layers, while the ferromagnetic interaction of the Cu~1! with
the Cu~2! moments may play an important role in the diver-
gent behavior of the EPR parameters at low temperatures
~T,10 K!. On increasing the oxygen deficiency of the
samples, the ferromagnetic contribution is drastically re-
duced and more isolated Cu21 centers with relatively weak
antiferromagnetic interactions appear. Additionally, line-
width analysis of the EPR spectra of Nd31 and Sm31 ions
based on the CF energy states, indicate that the absence of
the Nd31 and Sm31 EPR resonance is most likely due to very
fast spin lattice in contrast with the otherR31 Kramers ions
whose EPR linewidth is mainly determined by their mag-
netic interactions.
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